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Vystuplenie: Perfonners and Interventions 

transforms itself into a performative utterance and in so doing transforms its 

audience and the world. 

NOTES 

f
.., t1·1n's staging, see Ladder (1983), Millner (1985), and Roman 

1. For accounts o 1a 

(1981). ~ . Sch 'dt's translation of z,mm, which is also translated as "trans-
2. "Beyonsense 1s m1 

sense" or left untranslated. . the Searle-Derrida debate, which, in focusing on 
3. This passage ~as a t~~~sto;~•:hether the term was a "research strategy" (Searle 

Austin's concept of parasitic, as e ) 
1977) or a "metaphysical exclusion" (Derrida 1988 . 

Arousing Patriotism 

Anna Chapman and the Curious Case of the Sexy Spy 

J U LI E HEMMENT 

In December 2010, while researching pro-Kremlin youth organizations, I came 
across a curious phenomenon. Anna Chapman, a young woman earlier de

ported from the United States on espionage charges, had been appointed to the 
leadership of the Young Guard (Molodaia gvardiia), the youth wing of the party 

of power, United Russia. At a time of uncertain U.S.-Russian relations (despite 
the Obama era "reset"), Chapman 's case garnered a good deal of international 

media attention. Indeed, glamorous images of Chapman, dubbed the "sexy spy," 
went viral. The prime exhibit was a November 2010 seminude photo shoot in 

the Russian edition of the men's magazine Maxim, depicting Chapman wearing 

lingerie and bearing a handgun. The article (surely satirically?) claimed, "Anna 

has done more to arouse patriotism in Russians than our football team and the 
Bulava missile put together." What was going on? 

The "sexualization of Russian politics" (Sperling 2012, 245) in the Putin era 
has been well noted. Commentators and feminist scholars have documented 

the sexualized "cult" of Putin the leader (hypermasculine, shirtless) and the 

ways that young women's bodies (and fertility) have been recruited in pro

Kremlin political campaigns and deployed for proregime purposes ( Goscilo 
2013; Johnson and Saarinen 2013; Sperling 2012, 2015; Wood 2011). Many of 
these accounts have focused on the work of Nashi (Ours), the controversial 

pro-Kremlin youth organization that was implicated in some of the most star

tlingly sexualized patriotic performances of the period: an erotic calendar re

leased by Moscow State University journalism students on the occasion of 
Putin's fifty-eighth birthday; a campaign that invited girls to strip for Putin in 

support of his 2012 presidential campaign. These stunts have been controversial 
both in Russia and internationally, though for different reasons. While critical 
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Russian commentators largely dismiss or satirize these stunts, commentators in 

the United States and Western Europe often interpret them through the ~ens of 

th ritarianism. As Edward Lucas (2007) put it, writing about the Nash, youth 
au o " h I · 1· ] camp Selig er in 2007, where sexualized stunts proliferated, T e rea aim . , . ~s 

to attack democracy:' Some feminist scholars appear to concur_; Jane~ Ehse 
Johnson and Aino Saarinen describe these sexualized acts as manifestations of 

" cu!inist semiauthoritarianism" (2013, 561). Indeed, these performances 
neomas f · li · 

of erotic attachment to the leader are disturbingly reminiscent o Fascist po ti· 

cal identification (Gal and Kligman 2000, 22). Yet there's more going on. As the 
Chapman case reveals, the sexualized aspect of the Putin "cult" has been a rich 

source of satirical production, as well as one, moreover, with global reach. 

In this essay, 1 grapple with the challenge for f~minist inte~reta~ion that .~ese 
campaigns present, focusing on Anna Chapmans mass-mediated sexy spy per

formance. The disjuncture I note not only points to the challenges of cultural 
translation but also reveals a central fault line within Russian studies. Perfor

mance (as in empty show, virtuality, Potemkin village, "blac~ P~? is a central 
social science trope of the Putin era, harnessed to point to the illegi~acy of ~e 
current regime and the nefarious conduct of the political technologists (pol,t
tekhnologi) who serve it (Wilson 2005).1 A performance studies lens, insofar as 

it insists on the ambiguity and instabilities of political identification, prompts a 

reassessment (Morris 1995)-appropriately enough in the case of Russia, where 

attitudes to political authority are complex (Yurchak 2005).2 I en~age per~or
mance theory to explore some of the complicated issues at stake m analyzmg 

pro- Kremlin sexualized campaigns, taking this political culture int~ acco~t 
and considering other dimensions of the performative context. Russian politi

cal culture changed dramatically in the mid-2ooos as the Putin administration 

used its petrodollar-fueled prosperity to embark on a new nationali~t cultural 
project. As recent scholarship has explored, glamour (glamur) was its central 
tactic, a (gendered) ideology of money, success, entertainment, and conspi~u

ous consumption that gave rise to diverse-often spectacular-performative 

phenomena (Goscilo 2013; Menzel 2008; Rudova 2008). ~n~er conditions o! 
what liberal oppositionists have disparagingly referred to as ml and gas glamur 
(neftegazovy glamur), the entanglements among the authorities, political tech· 

nologists, cultural producers, and consumers lead to ambiguities of intent at the 

moments of production and reception ( Cassiday and Johnson 2010 ). 
Building on these insights, I argue that it is necessary to situate Russia within 

a broader political geography: the commercialization and celebrification of pol· 

itics and a new (postfeminist) media culture that has reshaped politics globally, 
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bringing with it a new aesthetics of parody (Boyer and Yurchak 
2010

; Salmen

niemi and Adamson 2015). The uncertain boundary between satire and sincer
ity that we find in Chapman's Maxim spread recalls stiob, an ironic aesthetic 

th.at was widespread during 1ate socialism. A1exei Yurchak (1999, 2oo
5
) defines 

stzob as a form of irony that is performed through overidentification with the 

object of irony such that it becomes impossible to distinguish between com

ple~e. sin~erity and .ri.dicule; its hallmark is its ambiguity and uncertainty of 
pobticaJ intent. Ongmating as a mode of expression that developed in the 

"hypernormalized" discursive and ideological context of late socialism, stiob 
paradoxically ~as fl~urished in late liberal media culture. Indeed, it has gone 
global, resonating with postfeminism in interesting ways. An ironic, stiob-like 
disposition is intrinsic to postfeminism; one of its characteristics is to construct 

feminism as an Other, as "extreme, difficult, unpleasurable :' as Sherry Ortner 
~u.ts it (2014, 231, quoting Negra and Tasker 2007

1 
4). But in Russia, this dispo

sition takes on a specific inflection or twist, prompting me to point to another 
vector: the geopolitical. During the Cold War, gender politics were part of "Cold 

War shadow boxing" (Gal and Kligman 2000, 9), and discourses and policies 
about women's status, families, and reproduction in Western Europe and social
ist states mirrored each other in curious ways. In the Putin era, this mirroring 

has escalated, infused with the mischief and energy of the transformed stiob 
that is part and parcel of Russia's nationalist reassertion. I suggest that the 

Chapman affair can be viewed as a "geopolitical performance." Both the prod
uct of late liberal (postfeminist) media culture and its parody, the Chapman 

affair delivered a particular kind of satire that critiques a popularly defined 
Western liberalism. Examining media sources based in both Russia and the 
United States, I show the complex entanglement of actors via which Chapman's 

performance (a joint production) advanced, Finally, I bring in a reflexive ele

ment. Where politics is "spectacle" (Goscilo 2013), there is a special obligation 

to examine all dimensions of the performance. I map my own participation in 

the "performance exchange" (Phelan [1993) 1996); this essay is stimulated in 
part by my uneasy sense of being drafted as a bit player. 

THE RED UNDER THE BED 

Anna Chapman burst onto the media scene in the summer of 2010. A twenty
eight-year-old social media and real estate entrepreneur living in New York 

City, she was arrested on June 27, 2010, with nine other young people on suspi
cion of working for the illegals Program spy ring under the Russian Federatl • 

ons external intelligence agency, the SVR Chapman pleaded guilty and was 

I 
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deported to Russia in July 1010. As I read the initial media reports, I was struck 
by a weird sense of deja vu. Espionage? Really? What followed was a mass
medlated, Cold War era, pop culture-saturated bonanza that engaged a diverse 
range of global participants. 

As her glamorous Facebook photos surfaced, Chapman's celebrification 
began. The international media sizzled with the story through the summer of 
2010. Bringing a campy Cold War register to the affair, U.S. journalists dubbed 
her the "bombshell," the "femme fatale," or the "red under the bed," and Bond 
girl analogies were ubiquitous. Even Vice President Joe Biden contributed: in 
response to Tonight Show host Jay Leno's question ("Do we have any spies that 
hot?"), he deadpanned, "Let me be clear. It was not my idea to send her back." 
Chapman's celebrification in the United States was a kind of send-up or mock
ery not only of Russian espionage but also of the purportedly slavish mate
rialism of post-Soviet Russian subjects. ("'Secret' sexpot partied, shopped and 
schmoozed her way through 'free country:" as one U.S. tabloid put it [Abcarian 
and Baum 2010].) 

Kremlin spokespeople initially brushed off the arrests, dismissing U.S. media 
accounts as "Cold War era spy stories;' but the tone soon shifted. Upon Chap
man's repatriation, both the Kremlin and the Russian media moved to embrace 
the campy espionage script. Journalists dubbed her "Agent 90-60-90" to signal 
her perfect figure, in centimeters. In late June, President Putin invited her to 
the Kremlin for a personal audience, where-according to his own media
circulated claim-she sang nostalgic Soviet songs with him, including "From 
Where the Motherland Begins;· a 1970s era song beloved by Soviet intelligence 
officers that had undergone a revival during the Putin era. In embracing this 
script, Putin drew on both popular Soviet spy shows and the parody sequels 
they generated (Nepomnyashchy 2002, 260). 

Chapman's Maxim shoot, which followed hot on the heels of her Kremlin 
audience, made for the most extreme performance. "Exclusive shots of Agent 
90-60-90, for your eyes only [tol'ko dlia tvoikh glaz]," the magazine cover prom
ised, quoting the title of the 1981 James Bond film. Chapman, sporting U.K. 
designer brand "Agent Provocateur" lingerie and armed with a handgun, played 
espionage soft porn full tilt: "Curiosity is one of my favorite qualities:· one page 
quotes as she looks coyly at the camera. Entitled "International Woman of Mys· 
tery" (a riff on Mike Myers's 1997 James Bond spoof, Austin Powers: International 
Man of Mystery), the six-page article was a spectacular artifact of nostalgic Cold 
War cultural production that recalled James Bond and Austin Powers simulhl· 
neously at the same time as it tapped into Soviet genres of espionage parody. 

Hl!MMENT / Arousing Patriotism 

Pmnt page of Maxim (Russian edition), depicting Anna Chapman, October 2010. 

As I sat in tny liberal college town, I pondered Chapman's performance. It was 
uneven, multiauthored, and unstable, its political intent hard to gauge; like the 
other pro-Kremlin sexualized patriotic performances I have mentioned, it was 
a conunodined form that engaged multiple actors beyond Chapman ( Goscilo 
2013): commercial and state-run media, Kremlin political technologists, and even 

Putin himself. In many ways, Chapman's Maxim photo shoot-the centerpiece-

169 
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was just another glamorous spectacle of the Putin era, an act of determined sex

ual self-assertion characteristic of this moment of Russian capitalism (Kllngseis 
2011) that did not differ much from other celebrity performances (indeed, it 

won her a series oflucrative celebrity gigs).3 The Russian mediascape-no less 

than that in the United States-is suffused with globally circulating popular

culture images and shares the same distinctive sexualized depictions of post
feminist media culture. Like Putiniana ( elements of the commodified "Putin 
cult") more broadly, these products are "grotesquely varied" ( Cassiday and John

son 2010, 684), and they include (often ambiguous, seemingly ironic) post

feminist images of sexualized female empowerment, as well as objectification 

(Salmenniemi and Adamson 2015). 
In this dizzying commodified realm, there is an unstable boundary between 

satire and sincerity at the moment of production and reception of these images. 

Indeed, Russian literature scholar Tatiana Mikhailova (2012) has argued that 

as they offered themselves up to President Putin, girl-patriots like Chapman 

and the erotic calendar-producing students were drawing on an existing satiric 

repertoire established in cultural forms such as songs and films.~ 
Yet this performance rankled and summoned me in a particular way; I found 

its updated stiob-like quality both intriguing and unsettling. Stiob, which origi

nated in late Soviet underground art circles, was originally a marginal, counter

cultural phenomenon practiced by nimble (predominantly male) satirists . It 
morphed in scale and scope until it was manifest in diverse genres of popular 
culture and state-run media during the final years of the Soviet Union (Boyer 

and Yurchak 2010). The Chapman performance was a distinctive postsocialist 

stiob mutation. No longer directed at the internal absurdities of "our system; 
it addressed itself (with a wink to Russian audiences} to the West. This stiob 
transformed its old Soviet masculinist bent to refer to a knowing and appropri

ated version of naughty Western female sexuality. Infused by the brash energy 

of Russian capitalism yet exemplifying Russia's ambivalent relationship to con
sumerism and materialism, this stiob turns on the form that enables it-here, 

(postfeminlst) late liberal media and political culture - with particular intent. 
As I watched it advance across diverse media venues , I began to see Chapman's 

performance as a deliberate provocation. 

A central thread of my work has been to make sense of the complicated legacy 
of the 1990s in Russia, examining the ways Putin era projects (such as Nashi) 
and the forms of cultural production they engage speak back to this contested 

era (Hemment 2012, 2015). For many, the nineties are remembered not in tenns 

of a transition to democracy and freedom but as a shameful free-for-all when 
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neoliberal reforms resulted in the pillaging of the country and the emergence 

of a corrupt oligarchical class. Resentment about these humiliating disloca
tions continues to structure the political field in Russia, as does animus about 

the liberal interventions the decade entailed (international NGOs bringi ng 

"foreign" notions of human rights) . Indeed, in Russian popular discourse, "lib
eralism" and "liberals" are widely disparaged; I am thinking of "PC" (political 

correctness) as it is popularly construed in Russia to signaJ U.S. hypocrisy and 

double standards (Lipovetsky 2004, 360). The television airwaves are full of 

parodies that poke fun at the West and Western sensibiUties- for example, 
the popular comic Mikhail Zadornov and his anti-American schtick. While 
these TV shows target older, predominantly provincial audiences, they also 
resonate with the disaffected urban middle class (Nadkarni and Shevchenko 
2004, 515}. Significantly, many of these forms of disparagement are sexualized; 

take, for example, the perjorative liberast, a neologism that combines two 
words, "liberal" and "pederast" (pedophile} , simultaneously expressing hostil 

ity to liberal reforms and homophobic hostility to those who permitted them .5 

Meanwhile, feminist principles and values (particularly concerning gender flu
idity and queer sexuality) have become associated with a broad liberal cultural 
project at which most Russians-not just state officials, churchmen, and politi
cal technologists-chafe . 

The Russian state -endorsed mass-mediated embrace of Chapman and her 

sexualized redeployment for patriotic purposes can be viewed as a kind of stiob 
of commodified and sexualized U.S. media culture. It took on the forms of 

parodic sexualization initiated in the United States (postfeminist ironic sexual
ized performances, the knowing embrace /disavowal of sexism, manifest in the 

Austin Powers/ Bond metaphors) but pushed them with a distinctive intent. It 
seems to me that Anna Chapman's performance as expressed in these photo 

shoots and her subsequent celebrity career expresses a form of erotic patriotic 
attachment that is also a retort-a "geopolitical performance " that enacts an 
intentional stiob-llke nose-thumbing at the United States, from which she 

has been deported, and at the liberal democratic pieties (hypocrisies) that it is 
currently taken to represent (see Heller 1007). As it does so, Chapman's bold 
(hetero)sexualized gender performance appears to single out a particular lib

eral subject: the figure of the "feminist" (moralizing , sexless, and humorless) . 

The more I contemplated her performance , the more it seemed to me that it 
sought to incite a (particular, presumed) Western feminist response and that 

the performance seemed to beckon forth the very liberal response it wanted 
to parody. 
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Indeed, this strategy succeeded . The Maxim shoot and the escalation of the 

sexy spy script it represented excited a great deal of interest among U.S.-based 
audiences and journalists, but-stiob's hallmark-it appeared to confuse them 

as well. In October 2010 CNN reporter Jeanne Moos invited former U.S. CIA 

operations officer Valerie Plame to comment on the Chapman phenomenon 

(under the ironic byline "Jeanne Moos has a 'sexy' American spy's reaction"), 
Plame, a celebrity spy herself who was on the media circuit in connection with 

the soon-to-be-released movie Fair Game (based on her memoir and featuring 
Sean Penn}, smiled and laughed gamely as Moos invited her to comment on 

the sexualization of spies in the media. Against the backdrop of Chapman's 

Maxim cover shot, Plame (in tasteful business-casual attire} delivered a classic 

liberal feminist response: "This is your best weapon; she said, pointing to her 
temple. Chapman's prostate gender performance clearly unsettled both because 

it suggested an uncomfortable form of objectification and exploitation and 
because it also revealed different attachments-to the real, to the authentic, and 

to commodified, postfeminist glamour culture itself. As Katharina Klingseis 

(2011) notes, for complex historical reasons concerning both geopolitics and 

the con.figuration of capitalism they inhabit, Russian and Western women have 
sharply divergent perspectives on glamour, spectacle, and dress. Plame's com
mentary reverberated with this friction. And as I played and replayed that clip, 

I thought of the unstated contradictions of Plame's own location: a celebrity spy, 

on the media circuit, in close relationship with the U.S. national security state. 
During the spring of 2012, I went on the road to deliver a series of presen

tations about Russia's sexualized patriotic campaigns to academic audiences 
in other liberal college towns. Chapman's Maxim cover shot was my prime 

exhibit, used to spice up my slides and, once, to serve as a poster for my talk. 
Our adventures together revealed to me the extent to which Chapman (and my 
analysis) unsettled my audiences. Bar one undergraduate student who, upon 
seeing the poster, reportedly mistook her for me, the speaker, Chapman ( or my 
stiob suggestion} got a rise from some members of these liberal feminist audi· 
ences. At a time when Putin was constraining LGBTQ rights, I was given to 

understand that this was no laughing matter. 
Pondering this pushback, these responses, and my own ambivalent location 

as a feminist has enabled my analysis. I suggest that we can see the sexualized 
patriotic performances we have considered as propelled in part by the desire 

to confound the Western gaze or "judging western eye" (Greenberg 2010). 'the 

outraged liberal democratic (feminist) response it incites is part of the perfor

mance itself. Here, in an interesting transmutation oflate socialist forms, satire 
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(stiob) goes global to poke fun at the West; it is turned against a newly felt and 

resented form of authoritative discourse-a presumed ossified and dogmatic 
Western liberalism and feminism. 

Anna Chapmans subsequent erotic patriotic performances speak to the 
troubling volatility of this terrain . In 2013 she was in the international spotlight 

again, following her highly publicized Tweet proposal of marriage to exiled 

NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden. In March 2014-shortly after Crimea's 

annexation-Chapman resurfaced in a video called Anna Chapman in the Anny, 
produced by Russia's REN -TV. Her performance in this "propaganda video," as 

NB C's Today described it (Mitchell 2014) in a report to which political scientist 

and former ambassador to Russia Michael Mcfaul contributed , reveals how 
under conditions of militarization, stiob intersects with whybrid war" technol 

ogy in disconcerting ways (Dunn and Bobick 2014; Yurchak 2014), increasing 
the stakes of the mass-mediated dynamic considerably. 

Translation (as all cross-cultural interpretation) ls partially performative 
(Asad 1986; Clifford 1997; Heller 2007). Our (ethnographic ) texts are as much 

about performing gender as they are about the cultures they describe (Morris 

1995, 574). The Chapman case calls out our attachment as liberal subjects to 
the idea that we (liberal feminists} are free and "living in truth ; in Vaclav 

Havel's terms, as if our own gender performances were in some way innocent , 

not implicated in state projects (cf. Klingseis 2011). The responses I encoun 

tered reveal the divergent ways Russians and Westerners view the spectacle, as 
well as sexuality, political agency, and identification. We can view the Chapman 

affair as a classic moment of"East-West failed translation " (Heller 2007). 

But what of the question I began with: Do these sexualized patriotic perfor 
mances provide evidence of authoritarianism? The problem with seeing things 
this way is that it asserts a culturalist argument that fails to account for the 

political-economic and social processes and flows within which these perfor

mances are situated - global capital flows, the influence of globally circulating 
postfeminist discourse , and the peculiarities of oil and gas glamur. It makes 
sense to view the patriotic -erotic blend offered youth via state -run campaigns 

not as quintessentially Russian but as a particular po stfeminist inflection, a spin 

that results from postfeminism's deployment by the political technologists who 

serve the Russian state (Salmenniemi and Adamson 2015). It articulates here 
With aggressive nationalist patriotism-but also with the energy of stiob and the 
inlschfevous desire to confound the Western gaze. 

What is more, this critique of Russian gender politics as authoritarian is 
111lreflex1ve; it fails to acknowledge how feminist knowledge operates as a mode 
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of power. It sidesteps the complexities of what we might call the geopolitics of 

gende<-the ways ln which kmJnist knowledge and logi~ a, well a, the desJg. 
nation ufeminist," are irrevocably intertwined with geopolitics. As the formula

tion "neomasculinist semfauthoritarianism" reveals, normative discourse links 
femlnlst principles to democracy, which lnipUes • link between political prac. 
tices, cultural competencies, and morality. Representations that do not con. 
sciously resist these binarized modes of representation have the unintended 
result of reinforcing liberal triumphalist discourses, becoming entangled in 
critiques of Russia as neo-authoritarian (Rivkin.fish and Hartblnpo14), These 
representations are problematic insofar as they are one-sided and fail to allow 
lor polnts of commoru,J;ty and broader trends, I am not arguing that we shouJcJ 
set aside "patriarchy" as an object of intellectual inquiry or political critique, or 
that RussJa's sexualized and neotradiUonal geode, projects are berugn; rathOJ; f 

maintain that it is essenUal that we examlne how patriarchal projects are "deepfy 
enmeshed with other systems of power" (Ortner 2014, ~45). Our urgent task as 
femlnls~ ls surely to keep our eye on the global circulations and poUUca] __ 

omy to which we are all subject, exploring, for example, authoritarianisms reJa. 
tionship to capitalism and neoliberalism and emergent forms of militarization. 

NOTES 

This essay draws on research supported by the National Science Foundation, IRBX, and 
the National Council for Eurasian and East European Studies. I am grateful to Julie 
Buclder and Julie Cassiday for helping me advance my analysis. 

l. The Russian term for the analysts and political advisors who work behind tht scenes of postsoclalis t political life. 

2. Indeed, the terms "simulation," "representation," and "virtuality" and the slippery 
indicator "as if" are "key terms" for performance studies (Morris 1995), 

3. In 2011, Chapman began hosting the television show Secrets of the World. 
4. As JuJle Cassiday and Emily Johnson (2010) note, the commercialized Putin·~ contains satirical elements aJso. 

5. Liberals are routinely disparaged in mlsogynistlc and homophobic terms as "deviants" (Sperling 2015), 




